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IJ 'Or over 50 years, grinding has been an
accepted method of choice for improving
me quality of gears and other parts by
correcting heat treat distortions. Gears

with quality levels better than AGMA 10-]] or
DIN 6-7 are hard finished, usually by grinding.
Other applications for grinding include, but are not
limited to. internal/external and spur/helical gear
and spline forms, radius forms, threads and serra-
tions, compressor rotors, gerotors, bail screw
tracks, wonns, linear ball tracks, rotary pistons,
vane pump rotors, vane slots, and pump spindles.

Grinding as discussed in this article is the
process of using abrasive grains for shaping

workpieces into more precise form. A number of
materials can be used for grinding. They include:

• Aluminum oxide (corundum) - for 'soft.or
hardened steel grinding;

• Silicone carbide - for cast iron, nonferrous
metals and nonmetallic materials;

• Diamond - for cemented carbides, glass,
ceramics and hardened tool steels;

• Cubic Boron Nitride (CBN) - a. synthetic
superabrasive used for grinding hardened steel
and wear-resistant superalloys .. The cubic shape
of the CBN particles results in grains that have
very pronounced cutting edges. The mechanical
strength of eON is more than double that of
corundum. eRN also has the capacity to with-
stand thermal loads twice as high as those of dia-
mond, These make eBN a good choice for a
grinding abrasive.

Several different types of bonds attachabra-
sive panicles to the grinding wheel.

• Vitrified bond. Uses an inert" glass-like mate-
rial Not affected by grinding fluids or high tem-
peratures generated during normal grinding.
Vitrified wheels are impact-sensitive.

• Resinoid bond, Uses a hlghly flexible ther-
mosetting plastic. Resinoid bonded wheels are
often selected for their high operating speeds.
These wheels have high impact resistance.

• Rubber bond. Gives more flexibility than.
resinoid bonded wheels .

• Metall bond. Used wi.th diamond and eBN
electroplated wheels.

The choice of which bonds to use is Largely
application-dependent and is a function of the
varying degrees of softness in the bonds. Rubber-
bonded wheels are the softest and metal-bonded
the hardest.

Rubber-bonded wheels are useful in cut-off
applications. When they make a cut, their flexi-
bility will leave a very smooth, almost. burr-free
edge. A vitrified or metal bond wheel will roll a
small piece of material over the cut end of the
workpiece, leaving a sharp edge.

Resinoid-bonded wheels are harder than rub-
ber, but softer and more flexible than vitrified
wheels. If the workpiece is of an unknowntype of
metal or if the ground stock varies in thickness.



re inoid-bonded wheels may bea good choice.
Because they are flexible, Ithey will give if they
rut a high OI rough spot OD! the material and will
not shatter like a vitrified wheel. But there i a
trade-off in terms of accuracy. Grinding with
resinoid wheels cannot achieve the same degree
of accuracy as grinding with vitrified wheels.

More than half of the grinding done today is
done with vitrified wheel . They can produce a
Iligbly accurate profile and are used when 8

more accurate form i necessary than can be
achieved with milling, lathing or other machin-
ing. The downsid of using vitrified wheels is
their fragility and the fact that the profiles must
be eire ed often to the de ired form. They are
impact sensitive, [f they are suddenly bumped.
or if they encounteraa ineguJarity in the work-
piece. they can hatter. Thi not only ruins the
wheel. but al 0 ean damage the workpiece and,
conceivably. injure the machine operator,

Metal-bonded CBN wheels are 'the harde t

grLnding wheels, They consist of ,<Ii thin coat of
CBN grit. fixed to a hardened teel wheel. thereby
eliminatimg the breakage problem found with vit-
rified wbeel . They also provide thegrealest
degree of accuracy. Thi i why one of the biggest
customers for CBN wheel. is the aerospace
industry. where the limits ofprofde 'tolerances are
pushed every day. Only CBN wheels can provide
ihe degree of accuracy required in aerospace
Q,uatitygears.

However, there are omer applications lor CBN
wbeels as well. Because mey provide a very sta-
ble profile, th y are very u eful. in mass produc-
tion situations. When several hundred gears of the
same type need to be produced. CBN wheels can
save ignificant amounts of setup' and wheel
dres ing time. A third application for CBN wheels
is for very large gears (say over 50") with many
tee,th. Again. because of their stable profiles.
CBN wheels prevent flli t-to-Iast too Ill. errors and
ave semp and redre sing time.

On the other band. CBN wheel are more
expensive than vi.lIified wbeels. In. prototype pro-
duction. short run or in applications where .high
accuracy is lIlot required. they simply may not be
economical,

Dressable or Nondressable Wbeels
Both types are available and each has its use .

Dresseble grinding wheels are used extensively in
prod'llction grinding, They can be used in . Lan-
dard and specialized grinding machine for both
form and genera ling grinding.

Most of our attention. in this article will be
devoted to nondressable CBN grinding wheels,
Wltil.e dress able C-BN wheels are available, most

a non-dressable, single layer of CBN grains elec-
troplated on a hardened andpr~cision-gmund
steel body. Such grinding wheel mu t be manu-
factured and plated with the required profile
form, since the machine operator may make li.ltle
or no profile form adju tment,

This system i capable of simultaneously
grinding both flanks, the root and. if de ired.
evens tip chamfer. This method improves load.
noise and wear characteristics of the fini hed
gear. It will also produce excellent accuracy and
finish with no truing and dressing for the life of
the wheel

A non-continuous process of fomt grinding
requires the pan. [0 be indexed after each grinding
pass. Achievable metal removal rates depend on
the grain size used, the required pan geometry
accuracy and specified surface integrity,
Improved productivity can be realized by clamp-
itng multiple workpieces in one setup toreduce
the indexing lime req'uUed per part Workpieces
can. be rough and finish grollnd in one setup (Fig,
1). Machines with multiple spindles are able to
grind dis imilnr gear members on duster gears in
one setllp(Fig. 2).

The roughing wheel. is genera'lly designed
u ing coarse CBNgrain for aggre sive grinding.
The finishing wheel is designed 10 meet engi-
neering specifications. Cycle times can be
improved in certain applications by using 3. spe-
cially designed multiple wheel et which rough
and finish. grinds the workpiece at the same time.
An additional advantage of u ingthi wheel set is
in the predetennined control of the stock removal
condition bel ween the roughing and finishing
operations. The design and manufacture of high-
quality CBN wheels capable of meeting or
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exceeding AGMA class 13 profile tolerance
requires a high level of engineering and manufac-
turing expertise.

Fig. 4 - II vlriety of CBN
gri.illl wheels.

Coroning®*

Coroning is a newly developed gear finishing
proce that use tile arne principle as traditional.
gear honing, but has . orne special features. The

tool used in this operation is all internal gear with
a hardened body, electroplated with a single layer

of diamond. Coroning is a two- tep process
where roughing and finishing tools are used. Its
cutting ability arises from the crossed axes of the
tool and workpiece rolling with each other (Fig.
3). This. process creates a superb surface finish

structure with the grinding trace parallel to the
rolling direction of the gear, which improves it
performance. (Note that traditional form grinding

creates grinding traces which are perpendicular to
the rolling direction of the gear.) Another charac-
teristic of Itrn process is a relatively low cutting
speed, which minimizes the thermal effect of gen-
eration of residual stresses.

Coroning is a highly productive, continuous
grinding process which distributes the load of
material grinding over a larger area of grains.

This proce s has particular advantages forlliglt
volume transmission gears and for producing
parts with large numbers of teeth. Noncontinuous

form grinding cannot achieve tae short. cycle
times of Coroning, Some gears which normally
cannot be :fO'rrnground due to limitations caused
by adjacent shoulders or related design restric-
tions can beproduced by the Coroniog process.

MetaUurgica] e()nside~ations
Certain measures must betaken in order to'

ensure optimum. grinding results w.ith respect to
the structural condiuon of the workpiece. IT the
grinding process uses incorrect machining para-

meters.there is a danger that a thermally induced
12 GeAR TECHNOLOGV

modification of the workpiece surface can take
place locally. This is called "grinding bum." lithe
heating process exceeds the tempering tempera-
ture, a "tempered zone" is produced. If it exceeds

the austemtizing temperature, a "rehardened
zone" is produced.

Parameter ·that may lead to a thermally
induced modification of a workpiece indud .

1. Exce sive feed rate during the grinding
process;

2. Excessive infeed (or grinding depth) as a
re ult of

• Errors in the preliminary machining of the
workpiece, causing uneven distribution of the
grinding allowance:

• Hardening di tortions resulting from !.he
heat treatment process:

• Pos.itioning errors of the ground profile with
respect to. the workpiece clamping device:

• Alignm nt error of the ground profile rela-
tive to the position of the grinding wheel.

The excellent heat conductivity of CBN pro-

duces a cool grinding action, thus reducing the
danger of lihermaJly induced pari modifications.

In spite of thi •grinding bums can occur when the

parameter of the grinding process are exaggerar-
ed or when the CBN grains are si.gnificantly worn
out. To prevent this, some notion of just how
aggres ively one can grind i.1l a particular situa-
tion needs to be arrived at

NonnaUzed. Removal Rare·
Per Un.it or Tlime---Q

This, parameter is at function of the machine,
(he wheel, the grit size, and the feeds and speed

used. The grinding must take place at a reason-
able depthand speed that at the arne time will
not produce thermalchanges; i.e., grinding bum .
Kapp uses the term Q....to express this limit. This
value refers to the volume of materia] removed
(mml) per unit of time ( econds), based on the

grinding wheel width :in millimeters. The dimen-
sion is. therefore, expressed as mm3/sec/mm.

Q", can be obtained by calculating the product
of feed rate lind infeed. As the number of work-

pieces ground w.ith an electroplated CRN grind-
ing wheel increases, the abrasive grains (CBN
crystals) become dull •.whereupon the permis iole
values for Q.. decrease as well,

Other grindjng wheel manufacturers may use
other terms to describe !his parameter. If this infor-
malion i unavailable from tile grinding wheel
provider, th u er has to arrive at some notion of
what these grinding limits are on his own.

Grinding Fluids
The grinding fluid is probably the most over-

looked (actor in optimizing a grinding wheel's
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performance. The type of fluid and its application
are very important for the success of a grinding
wheel's performance. Most production operations
use some type of grinding fluid in order to
increase the grinding wheel life and improve the
quality of the ground part. These fluids contain a
blend of ingredients which inhibit corrosion and
extend fluid life despite very adverse conditions.
Some of the grinding fluid functions are to

• Lubricate the grinding zone;
• Reduce the frictional heat;
• Cool the grinding wheel and workpiece to

eliminate the danger of a grinding bum;
• Remove the chips from the grinding zone;
• Clean the grinding wheel surface to allow

higher material removal rates.
CBN grinding wheels provide the most out-

standing performance when used with waterless
lubricating fluids. Such fluids reduce the chemi-
cal decomposition associated with CBN and high
temperature steam. The formation of an oxide
(B203) on the surface of a CBN particle creates a
protective layer to deter further oxidation.
However, this oxide layer is soluble in high tem-
perature water and can allow further oxidation of
the CBN particles. These reactions can cause
accelerated breakdown of the CBN abrasive par-
ticles and shorten the grinding wheel life. The use
of oil-based grinding fluids minimizes this effect.

Generation of Residual Stresses
While the grinding grains are applying pres-

sure on the surface of the workpiece during its
movement, tensile stresses are introduced under
the surface. Chips are literally pulled away from
the surface of the gear. When the tensile stress
reaches the yielding point, plastic deformation
will develop, reducing the level of tensile stress.
After rapid unloading, plastic deformation turns
into compressive stress in the direction of grind-
ing and also perpendicular to it. The surface
"snaps back." Simultaneously with this mechani-
cal generation of stress, a thermal generation
takes place that produces tensile stress. Whenever
residual stresses are discussed, the term includes
the sum of the two generating mechanisms and
their impact on the ground surface. In order to
improve the properties of the gear, these stresses
should be of a compressive nature.

CBN as a cutting material produces higher
residual stresses at the surface than aluminum
oxide. The reason for this phenomenon is the
thermal conductivity of CBN, which is approxi-
mately 40 times higher than that of aluminum
oxide. This reduces the thermal load of the
ground zone because a bigger portion of heat can
be transferred out through the wheel body and

particles of removed material. An additional
effect arises from the greater protrusion of elec-
troplated grain particles, which supports the free
cutting ability of CBN and allows more coolant to
be transported through the contact zone. The
result of grinding wheel wear of both CBN and
aluminum oxide is the loss of sharpness or cutting
ability of the individual grain particles. There-
fore, a greater amount of heat is generated in the
process. However, the electroplated CBN wheels
at the end of their useful lives still produce high-
er compressive residual stresses than a newly
dressed aluminum oxide wheel. The CBN wheel
can be economically replated many times, pro-
viding consistent and repeatable form.

Conclusion
Current trends and future demands for grind-

ing technology are to produce power transmis-
sions that have

• Improved energy efficiency,
• Higher power capacity,
• Lower weight and volume,
• Lower noise levels generated by gear mesh,
• Lower cost,
• Extended life.
Such goals can be achieved only through the

higher overall system accuracy and improved
quality of material. Research and development of
grinding technology have to address these
demands. CBN electroplated grinding tools have
the best potential to reach these demands.

Gear designers are developing sophisticated
and complex modifications of profile and lead in
order to eliminate the vibrations and noise gener-
ated by the gear train. In addition to the geomet-
rical requirements, it is necessary to develop the
shortest possible grinding times for economic
reasons. Close coorperation between gear design-
ers and grinding process designers is therefore
essential to the successful production of CBN-
ground gears. 0

*Coroning® is a registered trademark of Kapp
GmbH Werkzeugmachinenfabrik, Coburg,
Germany.
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